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ENCOUNTER 1 | CORINE

8

B [iv] = 9, in which ‘B’
stands for ‘belief’, in
which ‘9’ means ‘9’ on
a scale of one to ten.
“I grew up, and I learned that dinosaurs had never existed”
Corine and I had gotten into a conversation about being raised in a Christian
family, which was the case for both of us. Dinosaurs had never been an issue
in my upbringing though – I don’t think my parents ever saw dinosaurs as a
serious threat to our belief in God, and I had never been interested enough in
them to ponder their existence. I could however immediately place the religious
argument that dinosaurs had never existed; after all, one could simply say ‘dinosaurs aren’t mentioned in the Bible’ – case closed. However, I also realized
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that I had always simply assumed dinosaurs had existed; I had never considered the possibility that they hadn’t.
About half a year earlier, in January 2017, Donald Trump was sworn in as the
45th president of the United States of America. According to White House
Press Secretary Sean Spicer, Trump’s inauguration had drawn the biggest
audience in history, despite photographs showing the factual falsehood of that
statement. Compared with images taken at Obamas inauguration eight years
earlier, the latter had clearly outnumbered Trump’s audience. [The Guardian,
2017, January 22] When questioned about the falsehood of the facts he
presented, Spicer replied, ‘I think sometimes we can disagree with the facts.’
[The Guardian, 2017, January 23] Shortly after, Trump’s counselor Kellyanne
Conway defended Spicer in an interview by stating that ‘He was providing
alternative facts.’ [The Guardian, 2017, January 23b]
Alternative facts – later defined by Conway as ‘additional facts and alternative
information’ [New York Magazine, 2017] – demonstrate the value of truth in a
so-called post-truth era; post-truth being defined by the Oxford Dictionary as
‘circumstances in which objective facts are less influential […] than appeals
to emotion and personal belief’. What has started to matter more than truth
is truthiness – meaning something that seems like truth; seeming to be true
according to one’s intuition, opinion or perception, without regard to logic, factual evidence or the like – the truth we want to exist. [Washington Post, 2016,
Dictionary.com]
In the absence of a clear framework for facts and truth, the borders between
science, belief and conspiracy theories are no longer obvious, while our tendency to selectively choose information that reaffirms our worldview remains
ever present.
Dinosaurs turned out to be the ideal subject to explore this new notion of truth,
moving away from the political debate, and more towards the timeless question as to how we perceive truth. Could I treat dinosaurs as an alternative fact,
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a fact that I could agree or disagree with, based on what I wanted to be true?
With photography, a medium traditionally known for its evidential value, could
I convince myself they had never existed? Which role would facts play in this
process, and which other factors would come into play? Summarized – could I
unbelieve in dinosaurs?
Definitions of the verb ‘to unbelieve’ generally describe it as rejecting or withholding a belief. I did start out with the nearly aggressive intention to reject my
belief in dinosaurs, but the more my project progressed, the more I leaned towards adding or maybe even replacing those words with the word losing. In ‘A
Field Guide to Getting Lost’, Rebecca Solnit ascribes two different meanings
to ‘lost’, namely the familiar falling away and the unfamiliar appearing, with
as common component experiencing a loss of control [Solnit, 2005]. To me,
adding this word to the definition of unbelieving emphasized the factor of not
being in control, describing a process that can also happen unintentionally.
This intention to actively intervene in my belief in dinosaurs was very much
present in the first half of my project. I recorded my own process of unbelieving by creating a scale of 1 to 10, in which a 10 means being convinced of the
existence of dinosaurs, and a 1 means having lost or rejected that belief.
I decided that my starting value on that scale should be 9 and not 10; after all,
I had never consciously made the decision to believe in dinosaurs, so I could I
even say I was ever fully convinced about their existence? In order to force my
belief to go down on the scale I talked to four different people, each with their
own point of view in the dinosaur debate, wanting them to show me I’d been
wrong all those years. Meanwhile I searched for gaps in the history and current
developments concerning dinosaurs, clues that indicated that the evidence out
there wasn’t as rock solid as I had always assumed. In the light of every new
piece of information that I found, whether through persuading conversation
or through lacking evidence I measured my belief in dinosaurs again, as to so
create a graph showing my process of unbelieving.
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After the four conversations that all took place in the Netherlands, it was time
to expand my context of believing. The second part of my project consisted out
of a trip to an actual place called Dinosaur, together with my friend Alli who
had lost a belief we once shared. In this act I put myself more in a position of
no longer being in control of a more fundamental belief than the belief in
dinosaurs – namely, the belief in God. In this part, unintentionally losing a
belief started playing a much bigger role.
In each chapter of this research document I give an account of a conversation
that I had, the first encounter being the one mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter. The next four chapters describe the four encounters I had in the
Netherlands, in which each encounter also stands for a bigger theme relating
to our relationship with facts, truths and beliefs. The sixth encounter revolves
around my trip to Dinosaur and the metaphor that dinosaurs became along the
way. In the last chapter I am describing my encounter with the narrative I am
presenting, the sum of the different fragments I collected over the past two
years. I will reflect on my position and development as an artist during the
course of this project, and consequently the choices I made for my final
presentation.
While reflecting on my process of unbelieving, I noticed there had been several
different factors that had played a role in the fluctuation of my belief - whether
that was the belief in dinosaurs or my more fundamental belief in God. I
wanted to show this fluctuation using the science I viewed as the most objective
and non-negotiable, namely mathematics. Each separate factor contributing to
my process of unbelieving got its own formula, which in the end added up to
my own [very subjective] formula for unbelieving – the guiding line through
this research document.
Ever since my first conversation I started illustrating my project by making blind
drawings of dinosaurs. Blind drawings consist out of one uninterrupted line that
is drawn when solely looking at your object, without looking at how the drawing
progresses. These metaphoric drawings indicate the start of each chapter.
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ENCOUNTER 2 | PEDRO

14

B = - 1/5c, in which ‘c’
stands for ‘certainty’, in
which my belief drops
from a 9 to a 7.
‘Well, you would have to be very, very religious in order to deny all of this
evidence’
His name was Pedro, a paleontologist from Portugal. I met him in a nearby museum where I had set out to photograph a dinosaur as a logical first step of my
project. We had a brief talk of which I mainly remembered the last few words;
I had asked him how I could unbelieve in dinosaurs, and his reply was ‘Well,
you would have to be very, very religious in order to deny all of this evidence’.
Those words didn’t sit well with me. The underlying implication I heard was
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that religious people [me being one of them] tend to close their eyes at evidence
that contradict their beliefs. Secondly his words did not seem fair for another
reason – the museum presented various theories explaining the extinction of
dinosaurs, theories that sounded nearly religious to me. Among them were a
giant asteroid crashing into earth, blocking the sun and therefore killing the
majority of life on earth, as well as a series of large volcano eruptions resulting in the same ending. I wondered if people accepted these theories simply
because they were presented in a museum. What would have happened if I were
to have presented asteroids and volcanoes in a religious context to non-religious
people? Or, vice versa, could I have presented the Genesis story of the Great
Flood right next to these theories?
Without knowing the exact facts, how much does what we believe depend on
the context, on what we already agree with?
Pedro’s confidence about the existence of dinosaurs annoyed me. I have to
admit that I had asked a strange and potentially offensive question to someone
who had devoted his whole life to the study of dinosaur bones, but his intense
response paradoxically reminded me of the religious camp he had accused of
being blind. It made me want to unbelieve in dinosaurs even more; attempting
to prove his certainty wrong.
A few weeks later I found out that I hadn’t actually photographed real dinosaurs
that day. Museums rarely put real dinosaur bones on display, but work with
replicas. It made Pedro’s statement even more interesting: the ‘evidence’ he had
pointed at to underline his statement wasn’t real to begin with.
Towards the end of my year of unbelieving I visited my second dinosaur
museum. I was in Dinosaur National Monument [Colorado, USA] this time,
and Alli and I had gotten into a conversation with a park ranger named Nicole.
We were standing in front of a big stone quarry with numerous dinosaur fossils
embedded in them. I asked her a similar question as I had asked Pablo in the
fall. Had she ever encountered dinosaur deniers in her career, and was it possible
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to not believe in dinosaurs? Whereas our conversation had been quite open
up until that point, I now noticed she got suspicious. ‘We do get young earth
creationists in here that don’t agree with the timeline of these bones, yes. But
evidence is evidence.’ She explained the Dunning-Kruger effect to me. ‘When
people actually don’t understand something, they are very certain in what they
know.’
On our way back to the car Alli pointed out that according to her own theory,
Nicole fell in the same category as the people she had just described. Being
very confident in what you know could actually mean that you don’t know a lot
after all.
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ENCOUNTER 3 | AART
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B = – 1/10r – 1/10g –
1/9sb, in which ‘r’ stands
for ‘repetition’, ‘g’ stands
for ‘gaps’ and ‘sb’ stands
for ‘seeing and believing’, in
which my belief drops from a
7 to a 5.
‘I am not a scientist, I’m an artist. It’s my job to fill the gaps that are there’
Once I had found out that the dinosaurs I had photographed were fake, I set out
to find out where they were made. The search led me to Aart, who lived and
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worked in an industrial building, making dinosaurs eighty hours a week for
both museums and amusement parks.
In the time between visiting Pedro and visiting Aart, a lot had happened. I
intentionally had been starting to tell myself that dinosaurs hadn’t existed,
which had a big influence on how I now perceived evidence; I started looking
for gaps, for loopholes, for details that could indicate something was off. I
found out that the Brontosaurus, one of the most well known dinosaurs, initially
was the product of paleontological fraud [NPR, 2012, National Geographic,
2016], and that China discovers new dinosaurs at a rapid speed, using bones as
a political treaty to establish international relations. [Volkskrant, 2008, National
Geographic, 2018]
Aart let me hold a real dinosaur bone which was huge and heavy, but there were
so many identical replicas around that I couldn’t judge whether what Aart said
was true. He told me that regardless of all the research he did when creating
replicas, he was still an artist and not a scientist, and that was his job to fill
up the gaps that were there. Gaps that are plenty: it is very rare for dinosaur
skeletons to be found altogether in one piece. Out of the 50 specimens of the
Tyrannosaurus Rexes that have been excavated for example, none of them are
fully intact – only a few are complete for at most 60-90% [Wikipedia, 2019].
Bones are often missing, especially skulls, and need to be manufactured in
order to be able to present a complete dinosaur. Even when they are complete
it is still very rare for these dinosaurs to be on display - the vast majority of
exhibited dinosaurs are fake.
I found it interesting to realize that the very first paleontologists that came across
these massive, newfound bones didn’t know which animal they belonged to.
They modeled them according to what they already knew and what seemed the
most plausible outcome, namely the dinosaur as a magnified reptile. The current
scientific discourse is that dinosaurs were actually more birdlike. Research indicates that for example the Tyrannosaurus Rex might have had feathers [New York
Times, 2019], something Aart was experimenting with in his workshop.
20

It was strange being at Aart and seeing with my own eyes what I had come to
believe in the weeks leading up to this visit; namely, that dinosaurs were fake. I
had a conclusion that I needed to be true in order for the project to succeed, and
repeating this preconceived notion turned out to be a successful strategy in order
to unbelieve. It made it easier to find gaps that made the evidence for dinosaurs
seem thinner, and to push aside pieces of information that contradicted what I
wanted to believe. I became more familiar with ignoring plausible evidence and
with labeling something as fake beforehand.
In hindsight, my belief reached its lowest point there in Aart’s workshop. I
wanted to believe that dinosaurs were fake and there they were, being manufactured right in front of my eyes.
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ENCOUNTER 4 | FRANS
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B = + 1/5a, in which
‘a’ stands for ‘absurdity
of the alternative’, and
my belief goes back up
to a 7.
‘I know that this is true, because it resonates with what I feel inside’
After a few months I finally met up with someone who was willing to try to
convince me that dinosaurs had never existed. My attempt to find Christians
who didn’t believe in dinosaurs had resulted in a dead end – the religious
people in my own circle that I talked to generally seemed as surprised as I had
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been when I told them there are people who don’t believe in dinosaurs.
There were however still people left who were convinced dinosaurs weren’t
real, but I was surprised as to where I ended up finding them. Frans could be
labeled as a classic conspiracy theorist, although I never asked him if he saw
himself that way.
In his thesis The Truth Is Out There: Conspiracy Culture in a Time of
Epistemic Instability, sociologist Jaron Harambam researches the rise of conspiracy theories, pointing out that the typical image of the conspiracy theorist
as a white, middle aged male spending his days researching UFOs has become
largely outdated. Harambam states that conspiracies are now more widespread
than ever and have affected all layers of society, regardless of political preferences, gender, race, age or education. There are a few factors that have caused
the rapid growth of this particular way of thinking. The postmodern thought is
that truth isn’t absolute anymore, while at the same time scientific institutions,
the government, the church and the media that used to provide that absolute
truth are more than ever subject to distrust, having shown to be sensitive to
mistakes, corruption and conflicts of interest. It is not that all people believing
in conspiracy theories are indifferent towards the truth; they simply have
become critical towards the institutions providing truth and are searching for
alternatives. The hard part in that search for information however is that we live
in a time where [contradicting] facts are directly available to us on the internet, a place where all knowledge is shared equally, whether factual or false – a
scientist who used to have obvious authority now has as big of a platform as a
mother who suspects vaccines to cause autism to her child. Journalist David
Aaronovitch proposes in his study of conspiracy theories, Voodoo Histories:
The Role of the Conspiracy Theory in Shaping Modern History that these
theories appeal so much because of the fundamental human need for narrative,
the need to make sense of the world, especially in times of uncertainty. Paradoxically, conspiracy theories provide comfort that [bad] things don’t happen
at random, but that there is an order behind it [Aaronovitch, 2010]. Alternative
facts, to close the line, serve as evidence in a self-chosen narrative.
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Back to Frans. His explanation was that the earth had once been home to giants,
and that the dinosaur bones as we know them now weren’t those of a new-butnow-extinct animal species called ‘dinosaurs’, but are the remnants of these
giant humans and giant animals. Dinosaurs were simply invented by the people
in power as a cover-up to hide this truth from us. Frans had photos to back up
his theory, too: on his computer he showed me a large collection of rock
formations that looked just like animals. Besides this photographic evidence
Frans also knew that what he believed was true, because it resonated with what
he felt inside.
I left Frans’ place quite confused. His argument against the existence of dinosaurs had sounded logical – logical within the worldview that he had presented.
At the same time I didn’t have any counterarguments to prove him wrong, as I
wanted him to convince me that dinosaurs had never existed. But did that mean
that I believed him?
How do you know whether or not you believe something?
Frans’ comment about being sure about his beliefs since they resonated with
him was unsettling. After all, I could repeat the exact same words about my
own belief in God. I had let go of the arguments that once convinced me of His
existence quite some time ago, having come to terms that you cannot argue
your way into believing in God. Logic had largely been replaced by the solid,
intuitive conviction that He existed and based around that conviction life made
sense, but if Frans could say the same about believing in giants, then what did
that mean for the validity of my own faith?
Later that evening my friend pointed out that unbelieving in dinosaurs wasn’t
so much of a practical goal, but a goal that involved changing my worldview.
Was I willing to do that, if the alternative involved believing in giants and a
conspiracy against humanity? Especially the conspiracy part clashed with my
deepest beliefs that inherently humans are good, and that the world is becoming
a better place.
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I came to a point where I realized that I could keep pointing out the gaps in the
evidence that I found, but that I couldn’t really think of an explanation as to
why someone would make up dinosaurs. The only narrative I could come up
with was that dinosaurs generate a large income to the entertainment industry,
an argument that I didn’t find very plausible myself. And if there was no good
reason to base my unbelief off of in the end – what was the point of trying to
unbelieve even more?
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ENCOUNTER 5 | GERT-JAN
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B = + 1/10t, in which
‘t’ stands for ‘trust’, in
which my belief rises
from a 7 to an 8.
‘Well, it was kind of a punch in the face, but in the light of the facts that I had
found, it felt necessary to swallow my pride.’
My last encounter was with Gert-Jan, someone who had specialized in explaining dinosaurs in the context of Christianity. He wrote articles for a Christian
science magazine and gave lectures about dinosaurs and the Bible. I wasn’t
sure what I wanted from him – after all, I had reached the point where I knew
I’d be fooling myself if I were to try to unbelieve in dinosaurs even more.
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Gert-Jan was a young earth creationist, meaning that he believed in a literal
interpretation of the creation story as told in the Bible. In the book of Genesis,
God creates the earth in six days of twenty-four hours each, which consequently means that [following the Biblical timeline] the earth now is roughly
6000 years old instead of the commonly accepted 4.5 billion years. This implies
that the theory of evolution, needing large periods of time in order for life to
evolve, isn’t true. According to the creationist explanation, dinosaurs were
created on the fifth day in the Genesis narrative, together with the other
animals. They have lived alongside humans too, which is why so many cultures
around the world are familiar with dragons. Dinosaurs were also present on
Noah’s Ark, but due to global climate changes following the Great Flood they
died out soon after.
Around the time of visiting Gert-Jan I had been reading about pseudoscience;
beliefs that claim to be scientific and factual, but that do not derive their
conclusions following scientific methods. Often times, facts are being interpreted with a predetermined outcome. Creationism, according to these criteria,
could be filed under pseudoscience. In turn however, creationists will point out
that scientists who believe in evolution might as well be doing the same;
working from the preconceived notion that there is no God.
Rosanne Herzberger, a scientist herself, criticizes the role that science has
gotten. She states that science has turned from a tool to generate knowledge
into an unfailing authority, while it is still vulnerable to human misuse. It
remains easy to selectively pick bad research to justify irrational convictions
[Herzberger, 2019]. If objectivity cannot be reached because science is being
practiced by humans, it becomes important to admit that inherent subjectivity,
to be transparent about your intentions and to view research as an ongoing
dialogue instead of as a set conclusion [Wijnberg, 2017].
Out of the four people that I met, I had most in common with Gert-Jan in
terms of my beliefs about the world. I also noticed that he was also the person
I was most critical of before I had even met him, more so than I had been of
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Frans. Maybe it was because I very well knew the facts that Gert-Jan supported
because they hugely impacted my faith as a teenager – facts that had now been
classified as pseudoscience. His story surprised me though.
Gert-Jan had grown up as a non-practicing Roman Catholic with the theory of
evolution. He told me that he had never really thought about it until someone
started asking him questions about it, questions he didn’t have an immediate
answer to. The information he found in search of answers corresponded more
with young earth creationism than with the theory of evolution.
I asked him how that was for him, having to admit that he’d been wrong, and
having to adjust his worldview. ‘Well, it was kind of a punch in the face, but in
the light of the facts that I had found, it felt necessary to swallow my pride.’
The thought had occurred earlier already. If this attempt to unbelieve were to
succeed, inevitably that would mean that I would become ‘one of those crazy
people who didn’t believe in dinosaurs’, and was that something that I wanted?
Truth appeared to be heavily ego-related as well, and I wasn’t sure if I could
swallow my pride if I were to be convinced that dinosaurs had never existed.
I comforted myself with the thought that if the project was over, I could allow
myself to believe in dinosaurs again. But what did that say about the sincerity
of my attempt?
My belief in dinosaurs didn’t change too much after our conversation. GertJan didn’t try to convince me that dinosaurs had been on Noah’s Ark,
neither did he tell me that my faith wasn’t valid because I didn’t take the
creation story as presented in Genesis literally. Our conversation however did
make me wonder why I had let go of the creationist explanation of the world
in the first place. Why was it hard for me to accept that the God I already
believed in had created the world in six literal days, and that a lot of our
geographical evidence could be explained by a great global flood as described
in the Bible? In the end I concluded that I felt like I needed to compensate my
belief in God – I already believed in something that is not obvious nowadays,
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I should at least show that I am not ignorant to science, and thus let go of
facts that could be classified as pseudoscience.
I wasn’t sure whether to fully accept Gert-Jan’s theory about dinosaurs. I had
noticed though that because I trusted him and because we shared so much
mutual [Christian] ground, I became more inclined to in general believe in
dinosaurs again.
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ENCOUNTER 6 | ALLI
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Dinosaur,
Colorado,
USA
‘I believe that our deepest beliefs are unspoken’
I specifically wanted Alli to come with me to this place for my project. We
had gotten to know each other in a Christian context eight years earlier, but it
wasn’t until a few years later that we became close friends – right around the
time when she started to lose the faith that we once shared.
Ever since my meeting with Frans, I had been realizing that deep down that this
project wasn’t so much about dinosaurs anymore. Moreover, they hard turned
into a metaphor for doubting your beliefs on a deeper level, which in my case
was the belief in a [Christian] God. I wanted to know how Alli had experienced
her process of unbelieving, and ultimately what that meant for my own faith.
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Why did she no longer believe, while I was still holding on to it?
She told me it had never been her intention to lose her faith. During our
time with the Christian organization where we met she had experienced God
in a very real way, but she was afraid that experiences alone wouldn’t be a
sustainable way to believe in God. She went to study theology to back up her
belief in God, but the end result was unexpected.
The analogy she used was that of a circle, a circle in which she saw herself as
a small dot. She had moved further and further away from the center towards
the edge of the circle, and at a certain point she had gotten out of it.
She asked me questions, too. Hard ones. Was there more evidence for dinosaurs than there was for a Christian God? And without artifacts [‘bones’, she
used as an analogy] such as the Bible, and without people telling me who
Jesus was, would I have come to the conclusion myself that Christianity was
true?
By the end of our trip, we decided for a paradox to permanently remind ourselves that our beliefs should ever be in motion, ever be fluctuating. I let Alli
blindly draw a dinosaur that I then had tattooed on my ribs – the place where
I could see my bones moving with every single breath.
Dinosaur was the starting point of a time in which my belief in God was no
longer obvious. I felt like I was still very much in the Christian circle Alli
had described, still holding on to the faith I was so familiar with. At the same
time I had zoomed out so much, creating distance between me and my beliefs,
becoming so aware of that circle that everything I experienced and believed
in didn’t seem to make sense anymore. In hindsight I knew that deep down I
wouldn’t lose my faith, but the sudden uncertainty was unexpected. I feared
listening to the conversations I’d recorded in the car all over again.
It’s hard to pinpoint what my exact doubts were – it was more of an unsettling
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awareness that all of what I believed in could also not be real, not be true after
all. That possibility is inherently present and something you take into
account when you say that you believe in an invisible God, but losing my faith
hadn’t felt this close in a long time. It scared me, and I understood what Alli
meant with unbelieving being painful, with the analogy of losing a friend.
Doubting seemed attractive, progressive, necessary. However, I hadn’t
calculated the side effect of feeling paralyzed, of no longer knowing what to
believe anymore when facts no longer seem to make sense. I had to come to
terms with the inherent inexplicability of my faith, of regarding it as still
valid even though I often lacked the right words or what I viewed as acceptable evidence. I had to find God again in a knowing beyond understanding.
To repeat Alli’s words – ‘I believe that our deepest beliefs are unspoken’.
In the end, I think ultimately I still believe because I wanted to, because I
decided to stick with it despite the uncertainty surrounding it. Talking to GertJan and Alli I realized that it takes courage to change your worldview in light
of newfound information, but I also realized that I needed as much courage
to hold on to my deepest beliefs, to hold on to what I intuitively feel to make
sense in terms of God, to hold on to my worldview in periods of doubt.
When talking to Corine about dinosaurs that day in the fall of 2017 she cited
a verse in the Bible – ‘test everything, hold fast what is good’. Even though
it had provided useful insights, doubting for me wasn’t a sustainable way to
go about life in the long run. I realized that it would be healthy to make an
indefinite choice as to what to believe, and to hold fast what I perceived to be
good. It meant accepting the plausibility of the existence of dinosaurs, as well
as finding my belief in God again.
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ENCOUNTER 7 | NARRATIVE
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Appendix
‘We live by narrative more than we live by fact’
In the same way that my tattoo had been a paradoxical reminder that our beliefs
should ever be fluctuating, I wanted to present my conclusions in a paradox as
well, one that also reflected my discoveries about the inherent subjectivity of
science. For that I turned to mathematics – the science that seemed least subject
to interpretation – wanting to write a formula for my own unbelief.
It was quite easy to put the different factors and how much they had each
impacted my beliefs into formulas, using the scale of one to ten again as the
point of reference. When assembling the formula it was interesting to see how
only one factor explicitly referred to facts, and how the remaining factors largely had to do with how I felt; facts were overruled by feelings, and facts didn’t
equal beliefs. The final conclusion of my project turned out to be ‘impossible’
to put into this formula, and had to be expressed in words.
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I had experienced this conclusion first hand when visiting Dinosaur Provincial
Park in Canada, and Dinosaur National Monument in the USA. The more I
walked around in the landscape looking for the absence of dinosaurs, the more
the landscape itself started to look like a dinosaur altogether.
We believe what we want to believe. The moment I decided for myself I
couldn’t go down on the scale anymore without knowing I’d be fooling myself
was the moment where my belief started going up again. The other [correlating]
component that couldn’t be made visible in a graph was that there has to be a
precondition in order for a belief to fluctuate, namely, the willingness to doubt
that belief.
Doubting, at its best, leads to being more open to other people, however irrational their beliefs may seem at first sight. You might not ever in your lifetime
agree with them, but you might also discover that ‘the other’ is not your enemy
and that you might even understand where their reasoning is coming from. I
believe doubt can act as a medicine against alternative facts, opening up a
dialogue revolving around conflicting facts and reasons for certain beliefs.
Coming into the master’s program, I leaned towards calling myself a documentary photographer, a definition that was mainly based on a very basic understanding of the genre. Even though I am not the same maker as I was when I
entered the program, I stand behind that title more than before. Over the course
of the program I learned that there is a wide variety within the documentary
genre, both in terms of methods and positioning. The most important component I hadn’t considered before is that as a maker, I wasn’t obliged to strive for
objectivity and neutrality. This allowed me to approach my work in a more
personal way – I could now also become a participant in my own work, identifying more strongly with my subject and making more use of my own voice.
For this specific project I was drawn to what Bill Nichols calls the performative
documentary mode. This type of documentary is characterized by raising questions about knowledge by emphasizing its subjective and affective dimensions
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[Nichols, 2017]. It openly recognizes the instability of reality representation,
asking questions about reality without necessarily providing an answer
[Murphy, 2012], but instead constructing subjective truths that are significant
to the filmmaker [Documentary Types, Wikipedia, 2019]. Following this, the
goal for the viewer is to derive meaning and message himself from the evidence
that is being presented in a range of creative strategies and a hybridization of
documentary modes [Little, 2007]. The performative mode allows for addressing serious issues not only with a deeper, personal approach, but also
represents these issues in an intelligent and humorous style [Performative
Documentary Characteristics, 2010].
However, this humorous aspect in the performative can also turn into irony –
alongside the idea of truth being relative, irony is the other main postmodern
characteristic I am questioning in this particular project. I don’t see irony as
necessary to emphasize my point, but more importantly, I want to both take my
matter seriously and genuinely try to understand where my subject is coming from; something that will not work if I see my own point of view as the
superior one. As a Christian I can identify with people who believe something
that isn’t obvious, but I believe that a different worldview can be a valuable
contribution to a conversation, and I want to intentionally give that space to
others as well.
As expressed before, I don’t see myself as a postmodernist, even though I ask
questions and use methods that relate to the postmodern thought that truth is a
construct, for example. I find more comfort in the notion of metamodernism,
called a structure of feeling rather than a theory, proposed in 2009 by cultural
theorists Timotheus Vermeulen and Robin van den Akker as to give words to
the Zeitgeist after post-modernism [van den Akker, R., Gibbons, A., &
Vermeulen, T., 2017]. Within this framework there is more space for hope,
optimism and sincerity, for duality and paradox. In terms of photography that
means emphasising engaged, personal storytelling again. Metamodernism
works with the possibility of photos being a metaphor for a higher, invisible
reality, something that very much connects to my [Christian] spirituality. I feel
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that therefore creating fiction as a documentary strategy for me isn’t necessary –
reality in itself already contains so much to work with.
Over the course of the program I studied various photographers who worked
with topics closely related to mine, in which I focused more on their concepts
and methods than on whether or not I could relate to the visual outlook of their
images. Wolfgang Tillmans is a very politically engaged photographer focusing
on post-truth a lot, but mixes this with poetic imagery as well. Max Pinckers’
work ‘Margins of Excess’ consists out of constructs of hyperreality – Pinckers
documents people’s personal and factually incorrect stories that they nonetheless perceive as a truthful narrative. These staged stories are brought as a
documentary series, making for a fascinating mix of fiction and non-fiction. Jan
Rosseel mixes personal story with the documentary in an intriguing way in his
work Belgian Autumn, using a variety of evidence-based text and images. Lana
Mesic’ work, like mine, derives from the question as to how to photograph
the invisible. I’m very much drawn to her work ‘Clever Eyes’, in which she is
searching as to how to photograph the spiritual. I learned most from the
methodology of Anne Geene, who plays around with scientific methods in her
work, questioning the ways in which we try to order the world around us.
Video works that made me reflect on my own work most were the movie ‘I,
Tonya’, and the documentary ‘Behind the Curve’. I, Tonya revolves around the
question what happened. A true story is being retold based on contradicting evidence, in which the director chooses to break the fourth wall. Behind the Curve
tells about people who believe that the earth is flat, alternated with commentary
by scientists. Analyzing the directors’ approach was important for me in order
to become conscious as to how I was going to present my encounters. As said
before, the documentary makes a distinction in how the scientists are being
filmed and in which way the Flat Earthers are being portrayed, and although
there is no explicit mocking, it is noticeable that the makers are still putting the
first group away as not to be taken seriously.
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I have adapted the final presentation of my project to emphasize what is proposed as more effective than presenting counter-arguments in a debate revolving around conflicting points of view. Political columnist Matthew D’Ancona
states in his book Post Truth: The New War on Truth and how to Fight Back
that it is vital to gain back trust in each other, despite disagreements [D’Ancona, 2017]. This notion of trust works in two ways in my final work – I am
entrusting a personal story to the viewer, who at the same time has to trust me
that what I tell them is true.
Whether my audience believes in dinosaurs or not, in essence I am trusting that
we share enough mutual ground to look beyond our differences.
Dorien Scheltens, May 2019
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